MAPS OF OFF-LIMITS AREAS AS OF 24 SEPTEMBER 2020

As mentioned in the Commander Fleet Activities Sasebo (CFAS) Public Health Order (PHO) dated 24 September 2020, travel and liberty activities are allowed for areas designated in green and yellow on Map (1), below with the exception of Okinawa Prefecture. Within some green and yellow areas there are still restricted areas. These areas include designated districts within Fukuoka City. Map (2) shows these designated off limits areas. Travel to/from an area designated in red on Map (1) or any other specific off limits area requires an Exception to Policy. Please refer to the PHO and Public Affairs issued guidance for a description of what activities may be done within permitted travel areas. Transit through red areas is allowed. Transit means passing through in a private or government vehicle without exiting (e.g. going through on an expressway and not exiting until transit through the prohibited area is complete).

Map (1): Japan Prefecture Status (CNFJ/CNRJ)

The most up-to-date version of this map is available at https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1niEn2uoNN8LMFO3p48ls0nFFCaG1nuFf&ll=35.94689283081735%2C134.26384692650748&z=6.
**Fukuoka City Prohibited Area 1: Oyafuko-Dori / The Street of Wayward Children.** This area is located in the Tenjin area of Fukuoka City. The area contains many bars, clubs, and other prohibited venues under this PHO. This area can be found by searching “Two Dogs (restaurant) Fukuoka” in popular navigation apps. Persons subject to this PHO should not go to any establishment located on this same street (Oyafuko Street). Transit through this area is permitted but no stopping in the area is allowed. See area (1) on Map (2) below.

**Fukuoka City Prohibited Area 2: Nakasu.** The Island of Nakasu is located between the Naka and Hakata rivers in the heart of the city. It is a center for nightlife and has many prohibited establishments like clubs, lounges and bars. The prohibited area includes the whole the island. The island can be found by searching “Bar Ichii Fukuoka” in popular navigation apps. Transit through this area is permitted but no stopping in the area is allowed. See area (2) on Map (2) below.

**Fukuoka City Prohibited Area (3): Hakataeki-higashi.** This area is located near the Tsukushi Gate (east side) of Hakata Train Station. This area is known for izakayas, bars, karaoke venues other prohibited venues. Persons subject to the PHO will not go within 3 city blocks of the center of this area. The center of this area can be found by searching for “Lawson Hakata Station Chikushii Exit” on popular navigation apps. Persons transiting through Hakata Station should use other exits and not the east side exit as transit through this area is not permitted. See area (3) on Map (2) below.

**Map (2): Fukuoka City Off-Limits Areas**